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Question

Which bathroom surface 
grows bacteria the fastest?
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Purpose
The  Purpose

 Have you ever wondered how much bacteria is in your bathroom? I 
like to think my home bathroom is clean and bacteria free. Although I 
would like to believe my bathroom is bacteria free, there are lots of 
bacteria and other germs living there. The purpose of this project is to 
determine which bathroom surface grows bacteria the fastest. 
Through this experiment others can learn how fast bacteria grows 
and which bathroom surface needs to be cleaned more often. By 
learning which bathroom surface grows bacteria the fastest people 
will be able to keep their bathroom cleaner. 
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Hypothesis
A

If the bathroom surfaces faucet, toilet handle, door handle, and 
shower floor are swabbed with a clean cotton swab they will be 
placed in a petri dish with agar.  

Then the shower floor swab will show quicker bacteria growth 

because that's where we clean ourselves.
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Materials List
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Materials List

1.Petri dish with agar
2. Q-tip swabs
3.Camera
4.Bathroom 
5.Notebook
6. Pencil
7.Ruler
8.Marker
9.Bleach
10.Disinfecting wipes
11.4 people 
12.Thermometer
13. Gloves
14. Electric lunch box 
(Incubator)
15. Rack



Procedures
Procedures

1. Disinfect bathroom wait 24 hours before swabbing surfaces.
2.After 24 hours prepare to start the experiment.
3.Gather materials
4. Label 5 petri dishes with date, time, and surface swabbed. 

● Keep petri dishes closed until transfer time. 
5. Put on clean gloves.
6. With a clean q-tip swab bathroom door handle using light pressure by rolling swab in a 
straight motion. 
7. Have a petri dish with agar ready, take the lid off and  transfer bacteria collected by q-tip 
by lightly touching the contaminated qtip to the agar starting at the top of the petri dish. With 
light pressure move the qtip in a zigzag motion from the top of the petri dish to the bottom.

● Do not cough or sneeze into the agar, Hold breath while the lid off.
8. Right after smearing the agar, place the lid of the petri dish back on and dispose of the 
used qtip.

● Repeat steps 5, 6, and 7 with the bathroom faucet knobs, toilet handle, and shower 
floor. 

● Take pictures while swabbing the different surfaces and while smearing the petri 
dishes.

9. Take a clean unused q-tip and smear a petri dish with agar. (Control)
● All surfaces and petri dishes will be swabbed at the same time to ensure accurate 

results. 
10. Place the lid on the control petri dish. 
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          Procedures
● Once all samples have been collected and agars have been smeared, take off 

gloves and throw them away. 
11. Gather all 5 petri dishes and carefully place in the electric lunch box connected to an 
electrical outlet with a thermometer inside.

● The temperature inside should be between 80-90 degrees fahrenheit.
● Make sure the lids are properly placed on the petri dishes and that they do not 

come off while placing them in the lunch box. 
12. Close the lunch box so that samples are in the dark.

● Place the lunch box in a safe place where it won’t be messed with. 
● Check the thermometer screen to make sure the temperature inside the lunch box 

is within range. 
13. Every 24 hours open the lunch box to look at the dishes, take pictures, measure if 
growth has begun, and document findings/observations. 
14. Once results are obtained spray petri dishes with bleach and throw them in the trash 
appropriately. 
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Observations/ Journal 
Notes

Day:1 Clean and disinfect bathroom wait 24 hours before swabbing.
Day:2 There was no visible dirt on the surfaces I swabbed. The 
bathroom looked clean, I made sure that the electric lunch box was at 
the right temperature and I placed petri dishes in the lunch box. 
Day:3 When I opened the lunch box there was a lot of condensation 
in the lids of the petri dishes. You can see the swab marks in all the 
agar. The only spesimen with the growth was the shower floor; it had 
two lines of white slimy growth. The top line measured 5cm, the 
bottom line measured 6cm. There were bubble looking dots along the 
smear lines on the shower floor dish. The door knob also had bubble 
looking dots on the smear line. The rest were transparent. No other 
growth noted.
Day:4 Lots of condensation, shower floor dish completely covered in 
whitish slime, thin white fuzzy like mold. Agar is a different color. Door 
knob dish bubble like bacteria. Faucet has bacteria around the agar 
and a blob of bacteria. Faucet knob measured a 2mm blob cluster of 
bubbles on top of the dish. Toilet handle measured 5cm of whitish 
jelly around the dish, some spots, bubbles in agar. Control no growth.  
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Observations/ Journal 
Notes

Day:5 While opening the petri dishes they smelt really bad. The door 
knob dish has little specks of bacteria on top of the petri dish, 
measured 3cm each white blob about 1mm big.The faucets petri 
dishes agar was a different color the agar also moved and lots of 
bacteria specks. Toilet handle specks of bacteria around the sides of 
the dish. Shower floor dish, slimy looking like blobs of bacteria. 
Day:6 Toilet handle grew bacteria on the edges like a C. Door knob 
has bacteria all over the petri dish except for the middle. Faucet dish, 
mostly covered but there's little holes that are blank. Shower floor 
dish, all covered.
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Data
On the third day the shower floor petri dish 

grew two lines of bacteria. The top line 
measured 5cm, the bottom line measured 

6cm. 
On the fourth day the Faucet knob measured a 
2mm blob cluster. All grew some bacteria but 
not big enough to measure.
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Research Report
Do you ever wonder how much bacteria is on your bathroom 
surfaces? The bathroom surfaces faucet, toilet handle, door 
handle, and shower are swabbed with a clean cotton swab; 
they will be placed in a petri dish with agar. Which bathroom 
surface will grow bacteria the fastest?

Have you ever wondered how much bacteria is in your 
bathroom? I like to think my home bathroom is clean and 
bacteria free. Although I would like to believe my bathroom is 
bacteria free, there are lots of bacteria and other germs living 
there. The purpose of this project is to determine which 
bathroom surface grows bacteria the fastest. 

Through this experiment others can learn how fast bacteria 
grows and which bathroom surface needs to be cleaned more 
often. By learning which bathroom surface grows bacteria the 
fastest people will be able to keep their bathroom cleaner. 
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      Research Report
Many people think that the toilet has the most bacteria.  The 
team tested which had more bacteria and these are the 
results.The toilet seat 72.9%,door handle 85.8%, faucet 
handle 95.0%. Showing by the results the faucet handle had 
more bacteria. 

The bathroom is one of the most visited places in a home, so 
that's why you should keep it clean and bacteria free. There 
are many surfaces in the bathroom that need cleaning, not just 
the toilet. Those surfaces need tension too so they don't get 
buildup of Mildew. Mildew is a form of fungus that forms in  
corners, the colors of Mildew are, blackblue, red ,and green.

To start this experiment first swab all clean surfaces,then 
smear the q-tip on agar in a zig-zag motion. When done, place 
all petri dishes in an incubator(electric lunch box).  Day 
number one all petri dishes had lots of condensation. Only 
petri dish with bacteria was the shower floor dish. In all of the 
dishes you could see the swab lines. On the third day the 
growth of the shower floor was 5cm for the top line and the 
bottom line was 6cm. 

On the fourth day the shower floor petri dish was completely 
covered.The Door knob dish had bubble like bacteria.The toilet 
handle had whitish jelly around the dish, measured 5cm.The 
faucet had bacteria around the agar. Measured 2mm. Day 5 all 
has some bacteria. When opening the electric lunch box it 
smells really bad. Last day, all of the dishes had bacteria. The 
shower floor petri dish was completely covered. 

At the end the shower floor petri dish grows bacteria the 
fastest. All grew some but it was mostly little bubbles or specks 
of bacteria. It took two days for the shower floor dish to grow 
and the others like five. My hypothesis was correct.

The limitations in the experiment are not knowing how long 
it will take for the bacteria to grow. not having an 
incubator(used an electric lunch box. Can't control how 
much condensation each dish gets. Can't control if the agar 
changes color. The other thing that can't be controlled is the 
smell of the bacteria. 

In conclusion the shower floor petri dish grew the most 
bacteria. By the first day it had already grown bacteria. It 
went from two lines of bacteria to the whole petri dish being 
covered in bacteria. It was also the petri dish that had more 
condensation than the others. It was also the one that 
smelled worse than the others.My hypothesis was correct 
because of the moisture of the floor. The shower floor grew 
bacteria the fastest. Two things I could change if I did this 
again would be different surfaces and not disinfect the 
surfaces 24 hours before testing.
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     Research Report
On the fourth day the shower floor petri dish was completely 
covered.The Door knob dish had bubble like bacteria.The toilet 
handle had whitish jelly around the dish, measured 5cm.The 
faucet had bacteria around the agar. Measured 2mm. Day 5 all 
has some bacteria. When opening the electric lunch box it 
smells really bad. Last day, all of the dishes had bacteria. The 
shower floor petri dish was completely covered. 
 At the end the shower floor petri dish grows bacteria the 
fastest. All grew some but it was mostly little bubbles or specks 
of bacteria. It took two days for the shower floor dish to grow 
and the others like five. My hypothesis was correct.
 The limitations in the experiment are not knowing how long 
it will take for the bacteria to grow. not having an 
incubator(used an electric lunch box. Can't control how 
much condensation each dish gets. Can't control if the agar 
changes color. The other thing that can't be controlled is the 
smell of the bacteria. 
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   Research Report
In conclusion the shower floor petri dish grew the most 
bacteria. By the first day it had already grown bacteria. It 
went from two lines of bacteria to the whole petri dish being 
covered in bacteria. It was also the petri dish that had more 
condensation than the others. It was also the one that 
smelled worse than the others.My hypothesis was correct 
because of the moisture of the floor. The shower floor grew 
bacteria the fastest. Two things I could change if I did this 
again would be different surfaces and not disinfect the 
surfaces 24 hours before testing.
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Results
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Take Away

This is the most 
important takeaway that 
everyone has to 
remember.
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Conclusion
Conclusion

In conclusion the shower floor petri dish grew the most bacteria. By 
the first day it had already grown bacteria. It went from two lines of 
bacteria to the whole petri dish being covered in bacteria. It was also 
the petri dish that had more condensation than the others. It was also 
the one that smelled worse than the others. The hypothesis was 
correct because of the moisture of the floor. The shower floor grew 
bacteria the fastest. Two things I could change if I did this again 
would be different surfaces and not disinfect the surfaces 24 hours 
before testing.
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Limitations

Limitations

The limitations in the experiment are not knowing how long it will take 
for the bacteria to grow. not having an incubator(used an electric 
lunch box. Can't control how much condensation each dish gets. 
Can't control if the agar changes color. The other thing that can't be 
controlled is the smell of the bacteria. 
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What I will do next
I could sample the bacteria, test other places in the bathroom. I could 
get a microscope and speculate the bacteria in the petri dish. 
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Abstract
 If the bathroom surfaces faucet, toilet handle, door handle, and 

shower are swabbed with a clean cotton swab they will be placed in a 
petri dish with agar.  Have you ever wondered how much bacteria is 
in your bathroom? Although I would like to believe my bathroom is 
bacteria free, there are lots of bacteria living there. The purpose of 
this project is to determine which bathroom surface grows bacteria 
the fastest. Through this experiment others can learn how fast 
bacteria grows and which bathroom surface needs to be cleaned 
more. 

The shower floor swab will show quicker bacteria growth 
because that's where we clean ourselves. While testing all petri 
dishes had different amounts of bacteria. On the last days most 
dishes smelt bad. 

In conclusion the shower floor dish grew the most bacteria. By 
the first day it had already grown bacteria, and grew more the second 
day. Day 4 shower floor dish completely covered. Door knob had 
bubble bacteria ,faucet bacteria around the agar,Day 5 door knob had 
little specks of bacteria, the toilet handle had spects, shower floor 
covered, On the sixth day,  all had grown bacteria. The hypothesis 
was correct because of the moisture of the floor. The shower floor 
grew bacteria the fastest. Two things I could change if I did this again 
would be different surfaces and not disinfect the surfaces 24 hours 
before testing. 23


